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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE

The scientitic studT of un since the late 1800 's baa been approached in
two ways.

OM approach has emphaaised the structural or phenomenological

make-up of man, While the other has tocused on the dynamic aspects ot man.
The structural approach bas been characterised by descriptions ot various
phenomena, and their organization into log1cal groupiDg8.

The structural

approach attempts to describe groupe ot people in order to evolve theories
which would explain their cotlllnUnalitie8 amoag people. The dynamic approach
has tocused on the changes that phenomena undergo, while underemphasizing

their structure.

This apJroach has usually focused on the individual 11'1 an

attempt to evolve theories ot psychological tunctioning.
There are 11Mitationa in each approach.

The structural approach baa

emphasized the phenomenological make-up, and has attempted to order and

classity the various observable s"aptoas, while UDderem:phaaizing the dJnudc
motives which -Y' be reapoD8ible for theae syt'llptoma.

In sc1entitic studies,

this approach is responsible for pa;ychological v1.ewa ot man. that are
exper1mental17 accurate, but represent a composite etereot)'pe that is otten
meaningless when describing individuals.

The dymuaic approach, which has

generallT attempted to evolve pe,ehological theories by thoroughlY' study1nc

the individual, has otten evolved very exc1t1Dg theories, replete with mot1ve8 J
teel1nge, changes, etc., into which theory it may be convenient to tit an
1

2

individual. But extrapolations froa the individual to the group baa otten
resulted in over-generalized theories at man which are difficult to validate
through traditional ex:periNental mane.
Kraepelin (Arieti, 1955) and Bleuler (19$0) repreMDt the structural
approach to the study at psychopathology. On the baais at their experience
with severely disturbed mental patients, they listed and classified the

various symptou, wb11e not emphasizing the dynu.io factors except to
olassi17 them.

But on the bu1lJ at their obaervations, a olusificatory

Sllltem otpaychopatholol7

1fU

devised wbioh baa bad considerable intluence on

current diagnostic categories. Krupelin's "dementia praecox" was separated
into three olusirioationa) hebepbren1o, oatatonic.. and paranoid.
aymptorq common to each olassifioation were outlined in detail.

The
Bleuler (1950

went be10M Kraepelin's descriptive approach, 1n.creaaing the p"oupinp by
adding Qsimple lf to Kraepelin's three cateaories, and claas11)'1ng the qmptou

into lftundamental tt and. "accessory. It Freud is an example ot more emphasis on
process t.han structure in a theory ot paychopatbology.
The Bleulerian and Kraepelinian approach has been criticized in mII.nT

ways. Me,.. (Arieti, 1955), and Sullivan (Arieti, 1955) have criticized
Bl.euler t s oontent,ion that, "detect in ..sociation" 18 the baa18 at
achisopbrenia.
otten.

Their DOsological schemata baft been criticized and revi.ed

l'reud (Arieti, 1955) did not acoept the behavioral ayraptoms described

by Blouler and Kraepelin as representing the essence

ot schizophrenia, but

belie.,.d the.. symptoms were 81IJbolio representations at 'WlCOU8ciouI conflicts.
Kraepelin and Bleuler represent a particular approach in the study ot
pa,cbopatholol7. Although it does not It.re88 an underatandiq ot proce.. , and

.3
the "deeper ltdynam1.cs of man, it states that before one can understand the
motives underlying behavior, there sbould be some agreeutent as to what that
bebartor is.

This assumption is the basia ot thts disaertation.

In ana17zing the appt"oacb ot !leuler, Kraepelin, Freud, or &r17 other
contributor to the theory ot achizopbren1.a, there are certain coJUmlnalitiea
among them.. All had reached a certain stage ot proteasional training; they
dealt with patients at a clinical level, they obaened the 'behavior at their
patients; they classitied their obHrvatloM in

lOme

each interpreted the observed behavior in h1a unique

orpnized ma.nnerJ and
~.

In terms ot

t.hia common approach, particular theoretici&na emphasized specUic aspecta

&8

moat important 1n under.tanding sohizopbrenia, i.e., Freud, altbouah he
observed t.he

AM

behavior as Kraepelin, empbaa1zed the interpretation at that.

behavior rather than it. clauiticat1on.

In CODStru.cttng a theorY' of schioBpbrenia, the theoretician works through

each stage.
and

OM

But what occurs when there are numerous theories

at schizophrenia

bas recei;ved tra1m:", in a particular sohool? Or what. oocurs when one

baa recelwd 11t.tle tormal theoretical traiDiDg in a particular theory?

Gr1n.ker (1960) has data indicat1ng that ez;per1enced psychiatrists showed more

agreement amon.g tbeMelves in regard to theoretical models ot depres8ion than
did le.. experienced pqch1atr1ata. But he also tound t.hat inexperienced

psychiatrists showed more agreement about behavioral data than the experienced

psychiatr1sts. He alao found that exper1enoed prqcbiatrista were more
8Etna1t1w to Werential data about. pat1ent.s than to behavioral data.
In dealing with psychiatrio patleDts in a mental hospital aett1nib there

1s a tendency to discuss patients in terms of' a part1cular t.heoretical

4
truework:.

One'. theoretical 11lOdel may be

explicit or 1aplicit, but it

appears to influence the iDterpretation of the patient'" behaTior.
Obaervationa about a patient are usually d1aC'tl8aed in terms of inferential or
speculative statement. concerning h1a behavior.

S1Dce these speculative

statements are hued upon observed behaTior. the question then aries I

when

dealing with patients, in this cue schizophreniCl, to What dell"" 18 the
observer seneitive to the pattent's manifest behavior as compared to the

o\)aerver's interpretations

ot that

behavior.

In addition, does the obsar.,..'.

formal. traia1l2c (psychiatric, tmrs1ng, aide) 1nt1.uence hi. emphuis reprdins
manitest or apeculatift behaTior.
This dissertation will investigate difterenoes which occur between
psychiatrists, psychiatric m.1raes, and PQ'Chtatric aides, in rating acute
schizophrenic pattents at "behavioral" and linterential" le"ls.

"Bebari.oral ft

and "inferential" lnals will reter to two acal.es which wee constructed tor
this study.

Tba "behanor" seale vas compr18ed

ot iteu selected as

being

objectift and noa-intereutial descriptions of acb1zopbrenic behavior. The
"interenttal" BOals wu coDat.ru.oted nth iteM ot sohizophrenic behanor that

vere on a le.s objective level. Sinoe the beba'fi.or scale was comprised of

ta1.rlT objective iteme, and the interental seale con1:.a1nad items on a more
specu.lative lewl, it would be pos.ible to measure differences 11'l rater
ae.itiv1ty to behavioral pheaom.ena as compared to more 1nterenttal phenomena.
The _1.8 utilize the Q sort method d.eT1sed by Stephenson (19$3), which

permit. the oompar1acm ot rater d1tterences,

OM

patient at a time. In this

method, large numbtrs of test 1tems rat.her than 1.arp numbers ot subjects are
emploJed. Afl7 trende wh1ch occur 1n one patient rill be furt.her analyHd to

determine it the7 occur throqhout the patient sample.
Because a particular P8TChological 1nstru.Dl8nt influences the manner in
which one observes patients, the psychometric properties ot each scale are
analyzed.

In this manner it is possible to determine which it.s are usefUL

in describing schizophren1c behavior, and which i tema are not as useful.
Blauler and Kraepelin devised a class1t1cato1'7

S)"Stflm

ot schizophrenia,

but there baa been some dispute by others regarding this system.

The tactor

anal;rt.ic studies ot Guertin (19$2, 19$4, 1956) and lorI' (19$1) have
oonaistantly indicated three or tour grCNpinp ot schizophrenia. The patients
in th18 studT will also be tactor-analyzed to 1Dveatlgate 11' they approx1mate
the groupinp isolated by the Lorr and Qual'tin stud1.s.
In summa.t'7, this diaaertation will studT three issues I

1) the difference

between three grCNpa ot raters in a paych1atric _ttinl in rating manU'eat
and inferential phenomena or schizophrenic patients.

It is b,rpothesised that

a) payohiatr1at.a should show createI' agreement than nura.s and aided, and

nurses should show areater agreement than a1des, on the interential seale,
that b) aides should have greater agreement thart nurs.s &ad psychiatrists,
and nurses should show greater ....eement than P8,.chiatrists on the behavior

scale J that c} pS1Uhiat.r1ata should haft higher agreement on the interential
than on the behavioral seale, and d) that aides should have higher agreeMnt
the behavioral scale than on the inferential scale.

2) The pqcbometric properties ot the ratiq scales will be determined

through item anal.7sia.
3} The aubp-ouplDp ot schizophrenia will be determined by tactoratUllTzing the patients used in the studTJ and these subgroup1np will be

0

6

oompared nth those clusters isolated by other tactor-analyt;ic studies ot
schizophrenia.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELA.TED LITERATU$

A.

Theoretioal viewpoints of sohizophrenia.
Schizophrenia bas been the subject of a multitude of scientitio inftst1-

gatiou.

However. there il some dispute whether schizophrenia represents a

.ingle diseue ent1ty. or whether it 1s a lIJ11drome of ftrious separate di......
entiti... Kraepelin (Arieti,

19>,)

schizophrenia, to characterize ita

was the first. to formal17 describe
s~o.. ,

and

to separate ita .)'l1lptoma

into the tbree groupings, "hebephrenic, It "catatoniC, If and Itparanoid."
KraepeliD believed it. pr1ary cbaracteriat10 to be its outcome, that 18, its

Kraepe1in was pr1mar1ly ooncerned witb

progre.sive tendency toward dementia.

the .tructure of sch1zopbren1a, rather than ita context.

B1eul.er (195<», who vaa responsible for the

IllIne

-schizophrenia,"

believed that it was characterized by the spU.tting of ttpsycbic tunotlou"
rather than ita beins a progression toward dementia.

He enlarged tbe

groupinp, adding "sbtple ft to Kraepelin's other three groupinp, and alao

recognized the possibility of "latent" schizophrenia..

Blauter classitied

sJll1ptou into (1) Itfundamental" &ad (2) -acce.sory." The tundaaenta1

IQ'I'IlPtomB (aa800at10n, autism, ambiftlence, and affect) were not necessarily
primary

symptom.,

but,

were present in all schizophrenia, latent or maniteat.

The acce8sory s)'Dl.Ptoma (deluaiou,

hallucinationa, posture8, etc.) MY or

1

may'

8
not occur, but are otten preeant.

The pr1mar,.. symptoms were direotl,..

related to the disease proces8, and the secondary s;vmpt.omIJ ware caused by the
combination ot pri.mar7 and p81Chopnic tactor..

Bleuler did not elaborate on

the motivation behind 8chizophrenia. He seemed amenable to lreud' s tbeor,..

ot unconscious motivation, but did not incorporate th1.a into his theor,.. ot
sohisophrenia.

Blauler and Kraepelin represent the emphasis on the structural

components ot schizophrenia.
Adolt Meyer (Arieti,

1955),

in his peyohobiological approach, believed

that the basis ot sohizopbren1a was the substitution ot taulty habits of
adjustment. "W'ben the habits beoame distorted anoUih, the schizophrenia

became full-fledged.
Sigmund Freud (Arieti, 1955), although be acoepted the s1l'l1ptom.atolol7
described by Blauler, believed that the 81DlPtoma should not be accepted at a
phenomenological level, but represented unconacioua, unresolwd conflicts.
The f'undalnental characteristic of sohizophrenia was reP'8s8ion to an earlier

p8ychosexual sta••
Karl June (Aruti, 19';),) considered the schizophrenia to be an introverts
t1P9.

The potential ot schizophrenic dewlopment

V&8

in the "collective

unconsoious" where the symptoms ot sohizophrenia were considered to be the
reproduotion ot the arobetypes.

Sohizophrenia was oonsidered to be due to the

relatiw streDith ot the uncoll8cioua and the number ot atavietio tendencies
which oould not adjust to stress.
Sullivan orit.ieized Bleuler's tormulation ot sohizophrenia u due to the
impairment ot aSlociat.ion ot ideas. SUllivan believed that the primar,..
disorder wu ot mental deterioration where " ••• disintegrated portions reP'."

9
in tunet10n to earlier levels

ot mental ontology· (Ar1eti, 1955).

These, then, are lOme ot the major contributors to theories ot schizophre-

nia •. They are characterized by intimate dealings with sohisophrenic patieate,
and the formation ot theories with considerable 1mpaat and subsequent
investigation ot schizophrenia.
B.

Rating Scale. ot psychos.s.
A common pqohological tecbnique employed in the studT ot schizophrenia

is rating the patient'. behavior. A DWI'lber ot rating scales tor mental

patients have been devised.
The "Gardner Behavior Chart" (Lorr,

1954) wu devised to

be used with

psychotio patient.. The 80ale oontaina reports ot euilT observed patient.'
ward behavior and 1s primarily a1med tor use by nurses and ward attendants.

There are 1, oateaories, with five phrases under each category,
ranc1n1 from 0 -

4 tor each phrue. This

wi~

rat1.np

y1e lds a total. soore tor each

patient, and is used primarilT to evaluate chaDp in behaT10r after lobotomy.
The "erps 'alls Behavior Rating Sheet" (hloero and Me7V8, 19S1) 1s
designed to measure behavior ot ste, hyperactive, or pnerally uninte11ic1ble
patients. There are 11 categories oontainiq ti.... descriptions per oategory,
with each phraae to be rated on a tift-point 8cale. 'l'he 8eale is designed tor
use by untrained rater. such as psychiatric aides.

An agreement index ot

correlation .94 tor ale raters was achieved by 8 rater. rating 28 patients.
The tINorvioh Rating Scalss" (torr, 1954) are designed tor rating
disturbed war patients by

nur...

into tive categories ot activity.

two rater. rating 10 patients,

or attendants. The staterlenta are organized
1'be rater reUabl1lty wu determ1Ded by

1Ib1ch ;vielded a correlation

ot .76. Since on1.7

10

two raters were used to determine the reliability, this mal" be a spuriouslyhigh estimate.
The "Hospital Adjustment Scale" (Guertin, 1955) 1s comprised ot 91 statements ot patients behavior to be ranked into TRUE, FALSE, and DOES NOT APPLr.
The authors report the scale is able to d1tferent1a.te those patients approach-

ina release trom the hospital trom extre_lT disturbed or chronic hospital
residence.
The -Scherer Activity Rating Soa1e tt (1orr, 1954) contains 44 items of
behavior to be rated on a tour-point scale. The items contained behavior
pertaining to occupational therapy. manual arts, etc.
The "Elgin Prognoatic Soale" (torr, ~l1ttman, Schanberger, 19$1:

Lorr,

1954) is compr1Hd at 20 rating acalu weighted according to prognostiC
l."!lpOrtance in predicting recovery !rom schizophrenia.
The 1IW1ttenborn Scale" (vlittenborn, 19511 Wittenborn and Bolzberg, 1951)
was constructed

to

permit the psychologist, paych1a.tr1st, or nurse to rate

discernable a1MJ)toma ot mental hospital patients and to prepare a proftle
baaed on tactorially def1mtd syndromes.

The ratings were devi.aed so u to be

indepAndent ot the theoretical background of the raters and of the d,Jrl.a.'nlic

interpretations or insights of the raters.

The scale contains

55 items of

behavior, which, through factorial analysiS, bave been separated into seven
8)'mptom clusters.

There are no reports of reliabilitT or amount ot agroeement

between judges.
The "Multi-dimensional Soale for Rating Pa;yuhiatric Patients" (torr,

1953. Lorr, 1954) cont.a1na quantitatiYe descriptions as seen in diagnostic or
therapeutic interviews I and meuuree

or

cha.nge in clinical status.

The

49
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scales contain items of manifest behavior, symptotnS, inf'erred attitudes, and
needs.

A. factor analysis

psychotherapy in

ot the scale with 184 veteran patients receiving

4 meDtal bTgiene clinics extracted 14 clusters.

These are t.he major scales that have been constructed to measure the
behavior ot the hospitalized mental patients, although there are other scales
that have been derlaed for specUic purposes.

These will be described later.

Most of the items in these scales differ ••••• trom the scales proposed in this
study' in that items ot manifest bebarlor are not separated trom items of
inferential behavior.
C•

Rater agJ"eement in rating pqohotic behavior.

This next section will renew some of the studies that have used the
above mentioned rating seales and some ot the studies pertaining to the degree

ot accuracy of raters in rating the behavior of schizophrenics

and various

types ot productions ot schizophrenics.
Sines (19,9) determined the contribution ot the Biop-aph1cal Data Sheet,
the MKPI, the Rorschach test, and the diagnostic interview to accuracy in
deacrib1n& persoaalit,..

Usinl patients from the Veterans' Administration, he

tormed Q aorta of 97 items of genotypic and phenotypiC data. The Q sorts ot
each patient, using the•• items, were done after the clinicians considered
each kind of data. Reliability sorts, in whiob the clinicians rated the
same patient w1thin one to

42 days after rating him initially, indicated

correlation coefficienta ot .60 to

.94. Sines' results wuested that the

diagnostic interview contributed to the greater accuracy of judgments of
personality characteristics and that the interview wu most useful when held
e&l"ly in diagnostic sequence.

The overall aareement between the diagnoatioiaru

12
and the therapists was R equals

.48,

tt... indicating that difterent trames ot

reference were emphaaized by each. U Sines' study suggests that a race to
face internev is a more accurate method ot rating a patient than written

data. However, this tinding appears to contradict some ot the results ot
Hunt and associates.

(Hunt J 1962), that will be described later.

Ash (1949) attempted to determine the roliability ot psychiatric
He used 54 subjects and three psychiatrists. Five categories ot

diagnoses.

agreement were used.

His results indicated that the degree ot agreement

among the psychiatr1at with respect to a specitic diagnostic category was 20
per cent when three psychiatrists were used and 31 to 43 per cent wben two

ot

the three paychiatrillta were used. These results are conaistent with other
studies in that, in comparing the amount or agreement between judges, the
larger the number ot judges, the lower the degree ot agreement appears to be.
A stuc4r by Bowell (1951) attempted to devise a graphic rating scale to
portray the beha'rlor or psychotiCS in ward enrirO'QnlBnts with the Psychiatric
Behavior scale. He selected 24 "behaViors" which were to be rated on a
point scale.

5

These behaviors were given to 22 P87Chiat.rlc nurses and 20

tioal behaviors were ae lected on the baaia ot their recommendations. A period

ot instruction with the nursing statt wu held where the boundaries or each
item and the Mechanics ct recording were discussed.

The day' auraes evaluated

the day behavior and the evening nurses evaluated the night behavior ot the
patients.

FOrty-tour patients at the Neurop&,yChiatric Institute of the

Un1versity ot Michigan were administered the scale tor 31 days in succe.sion.
The day and the night scores were averaged and the average scores
day were plotted srapbicall1'.

tor each

Test re-t9st reliability, in which the scalo

13
was readministered inlmediately after the first rating resulted in a Pearson
product moment correlation ot

.95. A reliability estimate vas determined by

two nurses rating the same patients tor the
coefficient ot .8$ was indicated hare.

S8lJ'l8

period ot time. A Pearson

Powell also reports a measure of

validity by having e1ght paychiatrUts checking the scale weekly.

The rating

by the pS70h1atr1sts were paired with the mea.n rating 'by the nurses on the

ward which resulted in an averap correlation of .78.
ranged trom .6, to .87.

The daily behavior

Tbe correlations

ot the patients vas then graphed

and differences between deviant behavior and normal behavior could be

ditterentiated.

The results of' this study suggest that the behavior

ot mental

patients can be accurately rated by start members it the start is trained
belore the testing.
A large scale study ot schizopbrenia haa been conducted at the University
of Michigan during the past tew years.
hypotheSiS behind the study.

Gerard (1963) indicates the overall

"At preeent, the clinioal diagnosis of mental

illness, including schizophrenia and its division into sub-types, is little
past the alchemist stage. tf

Gerard and his associates consider schizophrenia

to be a nosolog1cal Ddxture that can be differentiated through a variety or
tests by the use of' a sufticient number of subjects, into olusters which would
identity sub-types of thiJ population.

It certain test clusters shitted under

drug action during longitudinal study, this would provide a separate
validation. " The initial stucW' used 100 SChizophreniCS and 100 oontrol
patients. ritt,. patients were rated b,. three psychiatrists who all listened

to the same tape recorded interview and were also rated 'by two Rorschach
raters.

The raters used the Lorr scale and the Wittenborn Scale.

The average

1.4
agreement among the t.hree pS1'Chiatr1sts on the scalee was between r • .)0 to
r • .40. Eleven ot the thirty- interoorrelations vere above .44.

Thi.

promise. to be an excellent over-all study' when more result. are obtained.
The degree of all'eement among the Pl7Chiatrists suggests that it is difficult
to measure the behari.or of sohizophrenic pattents acauratel,-.
Grigg

<1958>

inveatigated the hnothesia that olinical experience per se

does not insure ft'lOre accurate clinical judp1enta about clients.

Gria uaed

the voice ot the interviewee. the content of the 1ntervie'lf statem.ent. and the
train1ng and experience ot the judge as variables in his 8tudT.

He tape

recorded the first COW18eli1ll 1ntervieva ot three male clients.

The clienta

appraised themaelws through the use of Q aorta and aelf report questionnaire
and these tape reoord1np vere then traucribed onto a written script.

method ot presentation

The

'If" <a> t.he actual tape recorded selection (b) the tape

recorded ae leotton re-enacted by an actor and (c) the exact t1P8d 8cript. ot
the int.er'rie'lf.

The judge8 included

24 ule Ph.D. 'a in olinical P81'Cho logy.

24 male trainees in clinical P'70hology
1ntroduoto17 pqoholoi1.

and

24 male UDdergraduates

in

The judges 'Were uked to predict. how the client

responded to three personality teata that vere administered.

The resulta

indicated that the judpa with clinical training, (the Ph.D. 'a and the
traineea) predicted the olient responses more acouratel,- than the naive
judps.

However, t.here were no dUterencea found between the Ph.D. judges and

the trainees in abilit,. to predict how the client. would respond to the
personalit;r te8t8.

Qriag also diaoowred that. the written, typed soript,

without the 'I'Oice, was the mo8t accurate predictor ot the patient reaponses on
the peraonalit,- teats.
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W.. A. Hunt and his associates have been conducting a nu.nber ot exper1ment

ot ability

to rate schizophrenic responses or intelligence tests between

experienced and non-experienced raters..
~linicians

Hunt's hypotheSiS suggests that

haw been concerned more with patient behavior than With their own

behavior in the clinical situation..

Yet the subjective decisions of' the

cl1n101an ••••• are intluenced by other tactors than the patient's behaVior .. If

(Hunt, 1962).

In other words, Hunt believes that the ability of' t.he raters

to rate mat. be investigated as well a8 the behavior

ot the patient.. In

regard to this, Hunt further bJpothesizes that alt.hough intuition

ma:r be

necessary in describing patients, basic taots and experience must be acquired

before one can use intuition.

Int.uition i8 not ocmaidered to be mystical but

lI1'I18t be subjected to empir1cal investigation.

Hunt believes that soales ot

behavior, when oonstruoted, should be descriptive rather than dynamic in
nature in order to avoid contus1n& the observed behavior with the theory.

In

a nwnber ot experimental investigations, Hunt hu concluded that three ldnds
01' experienoe contributes to a judge's level 01' ability in rating schizophrenic

items. The first is the general level ot olinical experienoe.

The second is

the m.unber of times a partioular judgmental task has been pertor_d.
third is the particular stimulus to be judged.

'1'b!t

This suggests considerable

emphasis on the role ot experience in judgmental situatioDS.

Hunt has also

stated that primae)" is more important than recenc)" in making olinioal
judptents.
Hunt and Arnholt (1955) constructed a scale

ot

'VOcabulary items to

determine it there was a sultic1ent agreement among cli.n1oiana tor IIcaling

purpo!Jea. F1.tt7 responses trom schizophrenic ftbjects on the Wecbsler
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Bellevue Vocabulary- and on the Comprehension sub-teats were selected.

The

judges were asked to rate the responaes on a 7 point 8eale aooording to the
severity or pathology. The group repeat reliability, in wbich tbe judges were
asked to rate the responses again, vaa .97 tor vocabulary and .96 tor
comprebenaion.

The teat-re-teat reliability varied from

vocabulary and from .68 to .90 tor comprehenaion.

.65 to .92 tor

The degree

ot Agreement

using the Pearson Product-Moment correlation was from .73 to .92 tor vocabularl
and .64 to .88 tor oomprehension.
Hunt, Jones, and Hunt (1957) studied the anchoring etrecta in judgment in

which subjeot. with va.rying amounts ot olinical experience rated the
disorganization manif'ested in schizophrenic responses to vocabulary test
items. A summary ot this study indicated t'naive and trained groupe showed
good a&reement in their evaluation

ot the at1muli, with the eftect ot

clinical training showina sipilicanoe only in the improved reliability ot
higher inter-judged &&reement manifested by the protessional clinical paycholo

gists."
Hunt aDd Jones (1958) further studied this high reliability tound in
naive judges and in experienced olinicians in ratina the vocabulary responses
or _chtzophrenioa. They wanted to naluate whether the high reliability would
oontimle when the judgments

becafllO

more specific, or if' the gap in judgment

ability between trained clinicians and naive judges increased when the task
became mre discriminant. Fifty schizophrenic TOcabu1ary reepoues were used
from the 'Wechaler-Bel1.ewe.

Judpents were to be made on a 7 point scale

ua1nc d1menstona of (1) potential intelligence, (2) communicability, and (J)
concrete abstract. The subjects were 31 Ph.D •• _ with at least four 78ars or
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job experience and 90 undergraduates separated into three groups ot thirty.
The results were obtained by comparing each subject's judgments with the mean

ot the group.

The results indicated that clinicians' reliability remained

bigh wben the judgment became more specitic J but the range

wider.

The correlations range trOfA .55 to .88.

ot responses was

The reliability correlations

ot the students remained high, although their correlations were lower than the
clinicianl, but their range at responses were wider than the clinicians. Hunt
and JOlleS concluded that the reliability

at cl1n1ciana on more ditterentiated

tub remained high and that undergraduate reliability remained high but the

undergraduates were not as able to d:istinguish accurately between the three
dimensions at potential intelligence, QOl'IJ!lUnica.bility and concrete abstract.
Jones (1959) followed up on the finding reported in the previous stud7

by attempting to determ1ne 1£ clinicialUl and naive judpenta could make global
appraisments at oomplete intelligence test protocols with as sreat reliability
as the,. can judge single test items.

He uaed 48 tra1.ned clinicians and 48

undergraduate st.udents. The,. ranked three amount. ot '9Ocabul&l"Y and
comprehension sub-test responaes according to the degree ot schizophrenic
pathology.

Both the olinicians and the undergraduates rated mre reliably

than chance. However, as the aJIIOUDt of material increued the reliability tor
each group decreased. The

~lin1cians

were not better in handling the

1ncreased amounts ot material than were the student••
The stud1es b7 Hunt and associates are carefully designed and heuristic 11

that each finding INIlesta other hypotheses to be tested and are tested.

The

results augest that the reliabilit,. at experienced olinicians in rating
schizophreniC behavioral items is quite h1gh wben the response' are wr1tten.
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1'hey also suggest that when the task becomes more global and complex the
reliability estimate or the estimate of group agreement becomes lower.
Cline (1955) studied the differences between trained and untrained raters
in judging personalities during stress interviews. He made motion pictures
recordings ot emplollUent interviews ot nine male college students.

Judges

were then uked to make prediotions about real life behavior of those
interviewed.

There were three pbases ot the interviews:

Ca) the standard

interview, Cb) the stresa session where the employw was abusive and (0) the
abreactive se.. ion.

Five groups ot judges were emplo79d:

Ca> 109 collep

students, (b) 106 P8ycbologiat. and pqcbiatrist., (c) adult members of a
churob organization, (d)

43 DUrees, and ee} eleven engineering trainee.. The

renlta indicated that the most accurate judps ot the interviewees behavior
were the protessionals.

The .econd most accurate were the nursing trainees,

third, were the students, the church members and the engineers. Also,
interesting enough, the increase ot prot.ssional experience was related to
decreased accuraq in predicting real-life social behavior.
A classic atudy of comparing the rating ability and degree ot qreement
between experienced and unexperienced raters was done by Fiedler (1951).
Fiedler attempted to explore the therapeutio relationships.

A.gain, this studT

stre..es what previous researohers have tound, that experience appears to
create more agreement among judges in rating patients, particularlY' at
theoretical levels.
Beck (1956) conducted .ome research at the OrthogeniC school in attempting to investigate bow P8ycbolog1.ts difter from psyobiatri.ts in terms

describing .chizopbrenic children.

ot

He used 170 items ot behavior descriptive
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or schizophrenic children.

Two psychiatrists and two psychologists, who

rated on the basis ot the Rorschach, participated in the study.. Ea.ch rater
rated the 110 items on a 13 point scale on severit)" of schizophrenia.

Beck

concluded that the psychologists agreed more in their description ot
schizophrenia indicatina that co-operative work teaches two judges to agree.
The accuracy of Beck'. renl ts would appear to be tenuous considering that
only two judges within each category were used.
Qrinker et. ale (1961), reported on a project to classify the characteristic. of depression at a phenomenological level.

Grinker vas interested not

only in the amount of agreement between experienced and inexperienced
psychiatrists in rating the behavior ot depressed patients, but also
difterences in the ability to rate items at a "behavioral" level and at a
"reelinga and concerns" level.

(1) a scale ot itema of behavior and (2) a scale ot reelings and

principle.
concet'na.

Two scales were prepared on the Q sort

PSTchiatrists vere asked, on the basis or interviews and

therapeutic treatment of the patient, and on the basis or typewritten cue
histories ot the patient, to rate each patient with these 8cales.

Grinker

averaged the correlations of agreement between the pttychiatrists.

'nle cor-

relations or agreement varied trom -.19 to .. 60 with an average correlation ot
agreement ot

.43. Grinker

using the scales.

had the judges provide a stereotype of depression

In this type or situation the experienced pa,ohiatrlst

agreed more highly among themaelvea than did the inexperienced psyohiatrist8,
suggesting that the more experienced ps,ohlatrtats had formed a more
theoretical viewpoint of depression.

co~~n

Grlnker suggested that, "Perhaps tht.

means that the older men are more rigid and the younger ones are more open
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to the actual data or the individual, live patients." Grinker also reported
that the degree ot agreement among nurses in rating patients was sirrtitar to
that of the resident psycbiatrists. Grinker ractor-analyzed tbe tee lings
and concerns oheck list and obtained tour factors of depression.
carefull;r devised and well carried out study'.

This was a

It renecte the concern of

ps;rcbiatrists that not enough emphasis has been placed on tbe actual behavior
of mental patients as compared to inferences about their behavior I and that it
is neoessar7 to investigate the actual behavior of patients, in addition to

speculations about their behavior.
In analTztnc the results

ot studies ot agreement

amona

judges in rating

the behavior ot mental patients, a number of conclusions seem to be apparent.
Ratings of behavior of mental patients results in correlations generall;y in
the .40's and .,O's. When the test requires the judge. to rate on the buia

ot written deacriptiona ot behavior, the degree ot correlation rises somewhat.
It alao appeuos that when isolated ite.. of P8yobopatholou are ul8d the
desree ot agreement. among rater. can be in the .90' a. However, as the
complexit7 ot the tuk increues, the degree ot agreement decrease..

The

ettect. ot experience on the degree ot agreement among raters is not u clear.
It would appear that under certain situations, tor example in Hunt' s
experiment on the ratiDa of patbolog.lcal vocabular7 and comprehension
response a , an increase in '8lq)8rience provides higher agre.ent among
experienced raters as compared to naive raters.

On the other band, tor

example in ():oinker's studies, the le•• experienced pa;ycbiatruts were able to
reach a higber agreement about a particular patient than did the more
experienced P87Cbiatri.ts.
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D.

The Q sort technique

The Q sort technique of rating vas selected for use in this study
because it provides a method ot describing each person individually, and it
also lends itself to eventual factor analysis ot patients.
was developed by stewnaon (19$3).

The Q tecbnique

It is an ipsative _thod of measurement

which is particular11' useful for the stud7 of small groups of patients,
because it p:"ovides the rater with a large number ot atatemants with which to
rate each patient.

!paative measurements also provide a set of scores which

are ordered relatift to the indiY1dual's own mean rather than to the mean of
a group of indirldu&ls (Block, 1957).

This type of measurement bas lent

itselt to the atud7 or individuals in theraw_

In the studies by Rogers and

Dymond (19$4), individuals described their own behavior with Q sorts before
therapy and at the end of therapy, and chanps in individual perception of
self were measured.
Block baa attempted to COMpare differences in measurement between ipsatiV'l
and normative ratings of personality. He defined ipsatift measurement as the
set of scores ordered relative to the individual's own mean, and normative
measurement as the score of the indiTidual evaluated relative to the mean scort
of the group.

One hundred males were obserwd by eight psychologists.

Each

psychologist rated each subject on .30 aspects of personality using a 5 point
rating scale, consid.erinc each rating variable singly'.
averaged between the raters, resulting in
This was the normatiw rating.

OM

The ratings were

score for each dimension of S.

For the ipsative measure, the same 100 males

were rated by the sam.e 8 psychologists, each psychologist rating each subject
on an 8 point continuum USing the

Q

sort itema. Eaoh item was SWII1led aoross
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the ratings to gi\'8 each subject one score for each

Q

.ort item. The correla-

tion between the two methods ot measurement was .95, corrected tor attentuation. Block concluded that both methods are almost equivalent as measures ot
per.onality.
E. Factor-analpi. ot Q .orts
stephenson's conception of the use ot

Q

m.etbodololT varies from other

theorists, particular17 when the Q sorts are tactor-anal¥zed. Stephenson
belie,". that the

Q

technique ot tactor-anal)rais differs from the It teohnique

and the P technique (Stephenson, 1953).

'1'he It technique is deti.Ded as the

application ot tests to subjects, intercorrelating the tests, and tactoranalyzing the test matrix. Tbe P technique applies the tests to a number ot
subjects, the per SODS are intercorrelated, and the person matrix is tactoranalyzed. Q methodology ia de.igned in terms ot people, and the quality of
pertormance is a ....sed wi. th reapect to each person in turn.

Stepbell80n

believes that the R technique is a technologioal rather than a p870bological
problem while the Q technique is pr1mar1.1y a pqcbolo,ioal problem in which
prior propositions are tested out through tactor-anal7Bis.
When StephanIOn initially outlined his Q methodology and the place

tactor-anal.ya1s, there was
and Stephenson, 1939).

.0_

ot

dispute between h1m and Burt (Burt 1937 J Burt

StapheMOn U'aued that the Q teohnique was difterent

from the conventional It and P factor analytic techniques.
band, ageed with stephenson that the correlation

Burt, on the other

ot peraoM va. valid and

ottered a mathematical proot that correlation ot test. and correlation ot
persons result in similar structure.. However, Burt insisted that there were
very few ditterences between stephenson.. Q teohnique

am

the traditional
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tactor-ana.l.yt.ic techniques and that Q methodology was but one application ot
tactor-analysis ot persons. The tactor-analyaie at persons proposed in this
diaeertation vill be baaed on the arguments at Burt.
F. Factor-anal,.tic studies at sohizophrenia
Some ot the major tactor-analytic studies or sohizophrenia have been done
bY' torr and QQertin.

Their theoretical viewpoint at schizophrenia has been

influenced bY' the work at Jenkins (19$2).

Jenkins bases his viewpoint at

schizophrenia on the theorY' at Adolph Meyer, whioh couiders schizophrenia to

be progressive maladaptation with habit disorganization. Jenkina considers
Norman Maier' a expartMntal work with rata to be a link in urr1erstanding the
schizophrenio process. Maier de1llOnstrated experimentallY' that rats, subjected
to oontinued frustration, ahova replaoeMnt

ot adaptive behavior bY'trozen,

atereot1J)8d behanor. Jenkin'. hypothesises schizophrenia to be a breakdown

at the adaptive process. He hypothesized three sequences in the schizophrenic
process.

1) Schizoid Withdrawal - this 18 a withdrawal ot attention and

interest from. the outer enviornment, &ad empathic withdrawal from humane.

It

18 DOt considered to be a phue ot the scb1l1ophrenio proceas, but is
developed earlY' in childhood.

2) Personal it)" Disorlanization - thie is a

resresaive process and a reversal ot the developmental prooess.

Th18 conaider4

behavior as representing a limited range ot responses that are relatively
invariable, automatic and rilid.

3) Pqohotio Reorganization -

8.,. the

auspioiousness ot the paranoid wb10h develope alter pS)'Obotio breakdown to the
delusions ot the paranoid. The paycbotio reorganization stabilizes the
psycho. is so that the progression 18 1... rapid and reoo'fer)" 18 less 1ilce lY'.
Jenldns considers that, in this sequence, delusions reduce the inner tensions
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o.f the personality at the expense o.f reality distortion.

It is a psychotic

reorganization in an effort to maintain the integrat10n ot a disintegrating
personality.
Lorr and his co lleAi'l6s have analyzed the factors which describe the 20
acales ot the Blain Prognoatic Scale through factor-anal.yaia (1951).

Two

hundred adlnia8iou at Elgin State Hospital were rated on the Elgin Prognostic
Scale by one author and one PS7Chiatr1at.
17 ot the 20 scales were cODlpUted.

Tetrachroric correlation between

The utrix was factored by the Centroid

method and the three obtained tactors were rotated to oblique simple
structure.

Lorr ident1tied the 3 factors

UI

1) a factor ot schizoid with-

drawal, 2) a factor ot schizophrenic reality distortion, and 3) a leas well
detined factor ot personality riaidity, or 1nadaptability. He compares these
tindings to the three achizophrenic sequences as described 'by Jenkins.

One ot

the criticisma ot thia study' is that there are no reliability estimates given,
&8

well as having only two judpa rate tl» patients.
torr, et. ale (1954) have attempted to studT .factors descriptive ot

chronic schizophrenics who were se lected tor the operation ot prefrontal
lobotOll7. A.gain, the authors purpose is to strive at a simpler and
conceptually more sati8factory difterentiation of major schizophrenic
proceaaes. ODe hundred and fitty-three patients vere admini8tered the
Northport Record, a scale oont.aining 81 briet items o.f characteristic
behavior and -.rmptoms ot psychotiC patients.
were raters.

Psychiatri8ta and psychologi8tS

'nle ratings were obtained prior to lobotomizing the patients,

who were all chronic 8chizophrenics. Eleven acores based on previous factors
were intercorrelated, and a raotor-analyais, using the oentroid method, vas
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done.

The results indicated three tactoreu

1) An apathetic withdrawal with

motor disturbances J 2) perceptual and thinking distortion, which !orr
considered to represent a phue ot .chizopbrenic disorganization, and 3) a
fighting reaction.
lDrr, et. ale (1955) conducted another study on the change in lobotomized

chronic schizophrenio patients.

Two hundred and tift,. chronic male

schizophrenic patients, all ill tour year. or more, ware the 8Ubjects.
hundred and twenty-Iiva were lobotomized and a control group ot

125 ware

rated by psycholOgists and paychiatr'lsts with the Northport Record.
ratings were done prior to the lobotomies.
patients three months later.

all!~

Initial

made on all

A tactor-analysis was done, and the factors

were rotated to simple structure.
i<ient1t1edl

The rat1ngs were

One

Four .1milar factors ot cl'J.a.np were

1) reduced socul. withdrawal with motor disturbances, 2) reduced

schizophrenic excitement, )
diatortlon ot th1nld..ng.

reduced grandiose belligerenoes, 4) reduced

Lorr concluded that the lobotomie. resulted in

improvement ot behavior ot chronic schizophrenic patients, but the nature ot
the process folloWing the

loboto~

did not appear to d1ffer

sreat~

tram that

which may occur without lobotomy.
IDrr et. ale (19$,) attempted to identity some principal parameter.
descriptive of paycbopatbology and psychotic patients.

wu administered.

The Northport Soale

The wbjects were 42) male veteran psychotiC patients.

Twenty-five psychiatrists, psycholOgists and trainees rated the patients atter
interview., and on their ward behavior during the preceding week.
order factors obtained weres

The first

l) affective disorders, 2) schizophrenic

process, .3) disturbances or temperament.

The second order factors were I

1)
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re.1ative withdrawal with motor disturbances, 2) projective d1atortion ot
perception and thought, and 3) bipolar apathetic withdrawal veraua agitated
hyperactivity.

It 18 unfortunate that with this number ot judges, Lorr did

not report ar17 indices of agreement between the psyobiatrists, psyoholog1ats
and trainees.

Guertin (1952a) proposed to form a more reliable classilication .78tem.
for ,chizophrenia. One hundred diagnoeed schizophrenic., 61 temale. and 39
male., aps 16 to 60, were rated on the bui, ot II7!llPtoms ab.tracted trom two
paychiatrio textbook..

SeventT-aeven S1ll'lPtou were in1tially admiD1etered and

52 were retained. The.e .ymptome were rated tor presence or absence in the
patient.. '!'be item. were intel-correlated and the resulting matrix was
tactor-analYHd bT the Oentroid method and rotated to simple structure.
tactor. vere obtained:

Six

1) excitement-hostilitT, 2) P870homotor retardation

and withdrawal, 3) guilt-conflict, u) perseouted-8Uspiciou., ::;) peraonalitydiaorcanization, 6) contused-withdrawal.

Guertin did not con.ider the.e

renlta to be diagnostiC categorie. per .e, but re.ponae variables which
would lead to a topographical map ot the schizophrenic domain. He stres.ed
the need for an inverted tactor-analysis to describe the patients used in the

.tudy.
The same indirlduala tested in the prerloua study' were factor-analyzed.
Using 20 ot the patient., 12 temale. and 8 u.les, the subjecta were rated by
the author USing the 52 item. acale tor the presence or abaence ot symptoms.
The matrix of persona wu faetor-analyzed and rotated to oblique simple
structures. Three factors were obtained.

The persons vere described u 1)

paranoid, 2) .1mple, 3) hebephrenio schizophrenics.

Quertin concluded that
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there i8 no group tactor ot schizophrenia and that his reeul ta corresponded
to the oategories ot Kraepelin.

He also concluded that the present method ot

8ubtyping sohizophrenia was supported.

One criticism ot this

stu~

i8 the

use ot only himself as the judge. His conclusions seem to be rather broad on
the basis ot onl;y his own judgements ot the patients.
Ou.ertin and Ziliat1a (1953) studied 24 male paranoid schizophrenic
patients and one 'l\vPOthetical normal, through a transposed tactor-analysis,
in an attempt to further subtype paranoid schizophrenia.

One hundred items

ot

the Minnesota Multipbu10 Personalit7 Inventory', which were thought to
discriminate between paranoid schizophreniCs, were administered to these
patients.

The matrix ot persons was intercorrelated and tactor-anal;yzed USing

the centroid method.

The tactorswsre rotated to simple structure.

factors wre obtained.

Three

group A were described as soc1&117 nomal paranoids,

group B as grandiose and delusional paranoids, and group C were evasive and
well-integrated paranoids.
In an attempt to turther understand the classitication ot schizophrenia
and the diagnostic teatures ot the Bender-Gestalt Test, Guertin (1954)
administered the Bender -Gestal t and the Malamud Sanda rating seale to 32 male
schizophrenic patienta as well.

The matrix ot inter correlations ot persons

were obtained, tactor-analyzed and rotated.
obtained.

!"our tactors

ot persons were

Group A were chronic unditterentiated schizophrenics J group B were

d1aorganizedJ group C were contorlldng and non-detensive, and group D were
actively detensive.

He oonoluded that these faotors were similar to his

earlier tindings u well as s1Jnilar to the descriptiol18 by Jenkins and IDrr.
In another stud7, Quertin and Jenldns (1956a) examined the resemblances
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among a group ot schizophrenics, again to study the nature and classifioation
of sohizophrenia.

Twenty-nine veterans with sohizophrenio psychoses were

rated by the author (Ouert1n) on the Multidimenaioual Soale tor Rating
PSycb.iatric Patients, Hospital Form.
patients were then computed.

Tetracbroric oorrelationa between

The taotors were extraoted by the multiple

gl"OUp method and rotated to oblique simple struoture.
persona resulted in 4 tactors.

The tactor-analysis of

Factor I was a bipolar tactor where the

persona ranpd tram normalit,.. at the negatift end to the extreme at
sohizophrenic d1Iorpnizatl.on at the other end.
as related to the degree of patbololT.

This tactor was interpreted

Faotor II wu named "schizophrenio

withdrawal. " The patients appeared to be catatonio sohizophrenios or the
resistive withdrawal with motor disturbanoe type of schizophrenio as described
by Lorr.

Factor III repr'esented "schizophrenic disorganization" without foroe

or heat and dependent on poor personality disorganization or the late stage in
a prooess whioh had burned itself out.

Factor IV vaa interpr'eted as

"schizophrenic agitation and anxiety. n Again, only one judge rated the
patients, rather than having a group ot payohiatriats and psychologists rate
them.
Guertin (195&) i.nwatigated the schizophrenic type factors that would be
obtained by administering the Activity Rating 5c.le. Twenty-nine males with
varied schizophrenic subtype diagnoses and one hypothetically normal person
(baaed on scores in the expected direotion) were adm1n1stered the Aotivit,..
Rating scale, whioh contains 99 items related to patients adjustment in
activities.

One nurse, one music therapist, one corrective therapist, one oc-

cupational therapist, one chaplain, and one sports worker. administered the
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scales.

Tetrachrorio correlations were oomputed and the matrix was tactor-

analyzed by the lI'l1lltiple group method and the factors rotated to simple
structure.

The taotor-analy'ais of persons resulted in :; types.

was the "psychotio reorganization type," Whioh was charaoterized

The first
~

interest,

animation. hostility, gros. paranoid diagnoses, some disorganized features,
and presence ot thought disturbanoea with bizarre distortion ot reality.
Type II was the "apathetic type." theY' were oharacterized by low loadings on
artectomotor pressure, interest, and animation, usaultiveness and regressive
aotivity. They were characterized by a lnOtlvational detlcienoy. They were
characterised by acme personal care and attention, no emotional instability
and would not become disturbed when intruded upon.

"disorganized type." They were characterized
(hebephrenics).

~

Factor III was

the

regressive activity

They were heedless ot personal needa, disregarded

restrictions ot behavior, and were disorganized.

n&m! d

conventiona~

Their diaorp.nizatton

stemmed from. disorganized behavior rather than delusions.

Factor IV wu the

"chronic reintel1"ated twe. tt 'J."bey were highly loaded in interest and
animation, aociabilitT and conlllUnication. There
hypothetical normal

1fU

low verbal hostility (the

hi&hly loaded on this factor).

gone through an acute stase but had reintegrated.
ma1ntained an interest in their surroundings.
complete.

W&8

Theae individual. bad

theY' appeared passive but

Their remission wu not

TheY' were not under any particular Botional pressure. Factor V

were the "reaistive isolation type.1I The,. were characterized

~

assaultive-

ness, verbal hostility, attectomotor pressure. They had low loadings on
IOciabilit,. and conmru.n1cabilit,..

nels.

'l'hey emphasized resistiveness and assaultive

This was a bipolar factor with the very .ocully withdrawn at the lower
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end. But these ver7 passive and inhibited persons were unlike the d1sorgan1zec
type who showed an unconoern.

These patients showed an active di.ooncern.

OUert1n concluded that the.e types resembled Jenk1na' psychotio reorganization
type, partioul.arly tactor number one.

The disorganized type ot Jenkins, was

taotor III and the res18ti... 180lation t)'p8 was taotor V.
An o.ar all critioism ot Guertin's .tudie. in hi. lack ot rel1abilit7
estimates.

In some

ot the stUdies described aOO.a, only one rater and

somet1mes 01'117 two, were used to rate the behavior ot the patients. 'When more
raters were used, no coetficient. ot rater agreement were reported.

On

the

other band, Guertin' s stUdies are characterized bY' careful tactor-analytic
procedures and thoughthl intArpretationa.
Gorham and Betz (196.3) measured p.)'Ch1at.r1c behavior on the bas18 ot a
nurses behavior chart. Forty-tour items ot behavior were adm1n1atered by the
nurses on the ward to 100 patients. The items were averaged for 7 day
periOds during their first and last wek ot hospitalization.

The items were

tactor-ana.lyzed and 10 taotors were extracted. The tirst was "asooial acting
out, It the second was ttmotor retardation," the third was Itpayohotio deterioration," the tourth vas "agitation," the tilth vas "mental health,lt the .ixth

was "unusual motor behavior, It the seventh was "thought disturbances," the
eighth was "depression, It the ninth was not definable as meaningful, and the
tenth was "lack ot motivation. It There is some question regarding the
accurac)" ot the tactor....anal:y.i. in t.h1s studT, as contrasted vitb the careful
rotations in this study did not appear to be 1m'ariant, which would question
the interpretation ot the tactors as reported in this study.
Factor-analytic studies appear to have isolated at leut three different
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types ot schizophrenic subt.ypes, and possibly more.
Guertin agree on oertain t7P88.

The studies of IDrr and

The,. have consistently arrived at one factor

ot "wit.hdrawal." This type ot patient appears to withdraw at a motor level
and to be apathetic and disinterested in his surroundings.

He is moat like

the catatonic type of personality. Another type might be termed the "chronic
unditf'erentiated type. If And there 18 also a type vi tb "mental tt or "cognitive, •
or -distortion ot reali. ty" as the basic d1aorder. A tourth type which iI
otten iactated and m&T be a combination ot type three, is characterized by
"uaaultiveness and extreme activity" on one pole and "socially withdrawn and
dieorganized R on the other pole.
Beck, in his monograph "The Six Sohizophrerd.aa u (l9$4), attanpted to
class1ty schizophrenia on the basis ot responses to the Rorschaoh test, and
pqoh1atric interviews.

Patients who were diagnosed as schizophrenic on the

buil of' ps10hiatric diagnoses ware given the Rorsohach Test. Psychiatrists
also rated tbeae patients vi th 120 item.a of' schizophrenic behavior. These
items were matched with their Rorschach correlates.
psycholOgists rated the same patients.

Ps;ychiatr1sts and

Oft the basis of stephenson's Q

methodoloQ', the patients tor whom a high dearee of agreement between
P81Cbiatrists and psychologista was obtained, were correlated and tbu matrix
was ractor-analTzed. Beok obtained six factors characterilt1c of schizopbren14
behavior, both manifest and latent. However. there is

801'IlG

criticism regard-

ing the methodology employed in this studT. Conger, Sawrey and Krause (1956)
criticize Stepbenaon's Q metbodolog as emplol"d in tAis study.
tactor-analyais conauted ot a correlation

MtriX

Since each

composed or X individuals

ratiq Y patients, each correlation represented a col!lbination of rater and

)2

patient characteristics, so that the variance is distributed between rater.
and patienta in indeterminate amount..

Therefore, claim. the authors, when

the correlation matrix i. analyzed, it i. impossible to determine to what
extent the factors represent raters as opposed to patients. Conger J Savrey
and Krause believe that the effects or the raters on the patients could be
separated by extracting individual correlation matrices tor each patient and
tactoring each separate1.y. It the three agree, then the patients are
described and not the raters.

In other words, the bui.

uncertain because or inter-rater

at Beck's reaults are

unreliabi11~.

Stephenson (1956) responded to this criticism by stating that the
analyBi8 18 concerned with the raters' specificities rather than the more
general ranp.

Therefore, he did not believe that Beck required high inter-

rater reliability. Conger, Sawre,. and Krauae replied to Dr. Stephenson (1956)
"It you use 20 rater. to judge one patient, 70U are not evolV'ing a picture ot

schizophrenia when the factors are analyzed but you are evolving a picture ot
raters ot schisopbl'enia. Th.-etore, you cannot derive factors ot schiZOphrenia.

Theretore, you cannot derive factors ot 8chizophrenia where raters who

diaagree IJ\1batantially with one another are contounded with the patients."
Tb1s appears to be a valid cnticism, and is a difficulty inherent in
Stephenson's methodololU in regard to certain types ot designs in which
raters and patients are tactor...analyzed without any prior control of the
degree ot reliability of raters.

'l'h18 i8 another reason wbT it i. important

to have some est1m.ate ot the degree ot agreement among raters, or it not J to
be certain that in the design of the experiment the rater variance bas been

separated tram the patient variance.

CHAPTER III

PROCEDURE
'l'bree variables were used in this studyJ patienta, raters, and items.
The patients 1n this study were acutely disturbed sohizophrenics, 18 to
)) years ot

ace,

Iutitute.

Eighteen patients were used in the studTJ 10 temales and. 8 males.

tram the IDJOla ward ot the Illinois State Psychiatrio

None ot the patients were medicated during the period ot rating. Allot the
patients were se leeted tram the Cook County Mental Health Center, wbere they
eacb were legally oommitted and diagnosed as sohizophrenio by 2 oourt
P870hiatriats.

The oouzot diagnosis ot sohizophrenia was re-exam1Ded by the

us1atant ohiet ot service and the seoond year resident psychiatrist from the
wyola ward, through a series ot diagnostio tnterviava.

ot sohizophrenia

1fU

The final diagnosiS

baaed on the judpme.nta ot tbe IDTola pS70h1atrista.

patients were all 1.rm)lwd in milieu therapy treatment (Artiss,
19$6) whioh consisted of

The

1962. Jones,

dailT group therapr meetings, group relative meetinp

oocupational theraw, recreational therapy, and intensive contact with the
psychtatr1ets, nurses, aides, sooial worker, oceupational therapist, and the
psychologist. There was no soheduled indi"l1dual pqohotheraw.
The rating soales were constructed during a aeries

statt

(p~h1atrista,

worker, and

ot meet1np where the

head mu-ses, nurSing educator, pharmacolOgist, social

~log1lt)

selected the items to be used in the scales.

items were selected from daily reports ot patient behavior whioh were

))

The
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oompiled by the nur8ing and aide aWt, and !"rom related literature in the
tield (BeCK, 1954J Jung, 1924, Grinker, 19611 Bleuler, 19)O).
The "behavior" scale was defined a8 those items

ot schizophrenic

behaVior which are obaervable, tairly objective, and concrete.

The "interen-

tial" scale vas detined as t.hose statements ot schizophrenic behavior on a morE
speculat.ive lewl ot behavior than thoae ot the behavior so&le. Considerable

discussion vas held 1n selecting the itema. The boundariea ot each item were
diacussed in order that the its. would not oontain a "behavior II that vas so
specific or so general that it would not be uaetu.l. Table I liats the 101
behavioral itema that were selected and Table II lists the tinal in:terent1al
iteme that were seleoted.
The Q sort technique ot scaling, de'Veloped by StepM1180n (l9$3) was used.
This teohnique is

~iO\llarly

applicable to STI'.all sample studies beoauae it

allows a single patient to be rated by a large sample ot items, the itema
being judged according

to the patient's own mean. The distribution 18 a tixed,

normal, torced choice distribution.

(Figure I, Figure II)

The rater is

instructed to rate eaoh patient on a 13 point. soale, ranging trom 0 to 12 on
the basis at 1tenuJ ot behavior (or interential behavior) that are most char-

acteristio at the patient'. behavior. The items ot behavior that are rated
~at

cbaracteriatio· are placed at the upper end ot the distribution and itema

whioh are most uncbaracter1stic ct the patient are placed at the oppoa1te eud

ot the distribution. Those itea which are neither characterist.ic nor
uncharacteristic ot the pattent are placed in the center ot the distribution.
The raters Wled either the luts ot item. (Table. I and II) or Q sort decks ot

3 by , index carda, each card containing one item ot behavior. Use ot the
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oarda allowed a rater to torm a prel1m1na.ry sorting, betore deciding on the
final. arrangements ot cards.
The raters were instruoted to rate eaoh patient on both the behavioral
and inferential scales.

The raters in this study included 3 psychiatrists,

11 llUrses, 8 psyohiatrio aide., 1 social worker, and 1 psychologist, trom the

Loyola Ward ot the I1U.DOia State PSTOh1.atric Institute.

three levels ot tra1nin&1
aide.

The raters repre.ent

psychiatrio, psychiatrio nur.ing, and psychiatric

For the purpose. ot testing out the hypothesis regarding inter-rater

agreement, the social worker and paycbololut were not placed in either ot
thes. three cateaories. However, tor the tactor-analya1a ot the persona, the
psychologLet and social wor1cer t s ratings were included in the average soore
tor each item.
The raters were tamiliarized with the items on the seales through a

series ot training se••ions to provide &gr'eement on the meaninp ot the
ind1111.dual items and to acquaint themselves with the techn1ques ot Q sorting.
Each rater received tour hour. ot trai.n1ng, duriua which time, each item vu
discussed, it. boundaries were deU.mited, and each member ot the group
participated in attempting to understand the meaning ot the item.
The main part ot the study consisted in each rater rating each patient
with both the interential and behavioral so&les.

In an attempt to control tor

wide ftr1atl.ona in behavior over long periods ot time in these acutely
disturbed patients, the raters vere imtructed to rate a patient on his
behavior during the previOUS week.
hospital sbitta, they

mJ!J:j"

S1l1Ce varioua rater. worked on d1tterent

not haw bad equal opportunity to observe certain

...peots ot patient behavior. '!'he daily patients reports, which oovered the
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Most
Uncharacteristic

11

12

Most
Characteristic
Rate the patient according to Behavior items
which are most characteristic of the patient
(at the right extreme of the scale) and most
uncharacteristic of the patient (at the left
extreme of the scale). Items which are not
particularly cha~acteristic nor uncharacteristic of the patient are placed in the center
of the scale. Write the number of the item
in the box. Place only one number in each
box.
1-21-63
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INFERENTIAL SCALE

Patient____________________
Rater____________________
Date____________________

Most
Uncharacteristic

Most
Rate the patient according to Inferential
Characteristic
items which are most characteristic of the
patient (at the right extreme of the scale)
and most uncharateristic of the patient (at
the left extreme of the scale). Items whmch
are not particularly characteristic nor uncharacteristic are placed in the center of the
scale. Write the number of the item in the
box. Place only one number in each box.
1-21-63

TABLE I
LIST OF BEHAVIORAL ITEMS
1. does not talk to patients

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

45.
L~6.

47.
48.
49.

SO.
51.

does not talk to staff
does not respond when spoken to
does not attend ward meetings
annoys others
talks to patients on one to one
relationship
eats alone
urinates at inappropriate places
soils (not himself)
refuses meals
soils own self (urine,feces,etc)
smearing of food, feces, saliva
tears clothes
paces
speaks to himself
shouts, swears
hits staff members
hits patients
breaks or throws furniture
attacks self
leaves ward without permission
stares
moves slowly (hesitantly)
joins (groups, activities)
participates (groups, activities)
picks at self or clothing
assumes odd postures
touches objects
whispers
wakefuln~ss during night
sleeps during day
excessive sleeping
difficulty in getting to sleep
ini~4tltes ward activities
does not talk during ward meetings
talks during ward meetings
dines inappropriately
somatic complaints
complains about hospital care
attends ward meetings only upon
special request
does not ear for long periods
gain in weight
loss in weight
eats from others trays
eats non-foods
does not follow through on activities
masturbates
sleeps in clothes
dOes not wash (shave, change clothes)
wears others' clothes
loses own possessions

52. borrows from oth~rs
53. cries
54. crawls on floor
55. rocks, tics, tremors, convulsions
56. rigid posture
57. constantly active
58. mask-like facial Expression
59. collects things
60. asks same question over and over
61. dresses and undresses often
62. stuffs objects in orifices of body
63. attempts to hurt self
64. touches people
65. weeps
66. screams
67. whimpers
68. dramatic and theatrical
69. talks about his feelings ~asily
70. never smiles
71. destroys objects
72. complains about other patients
73. complains of b~ing suspicious of
staff or patients
74. complains of being anxious
75. flirtatious
76. shows off body or possessions
77. misidentifies people
78. shows marked interest in opposite
sex
79. shows little interest in opposite
sex
80. has excessive dry skin
81. blushes easily
82. recent change in skin color
83. r~cent change in hair color
84. has specific skin lesions or
E:ruptions
85. wrings hands
86. sits alon~ very quietly
87. slurred and mumbled sp~cch
88. rapid and acc~lerated sp8E:.:ch
89. sighs
90. h-ns hcndaches .
gl. clean and neat
92. dines appropriately
93. pays attention to grooming
94. requests center around medication
95. prcfE:rs to remain by self
96. gOE:.:S along ~vith others' suggestions
97. avoids looking at others
98. repetitive actions
99. repeats words of others
100. repeats gestures of others
101. seeks physical contact

ftJU II
INFEP~NTIAL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

laughing inappropriately
sarcastic:
poor memory
seems withdrawn
hallucinates (auditory, visual or
tactile)
delusional
provokes anger in other patients
provokes anger in staff
becomes angry easily
does not show anger
ritualistic movements
looks suspioious
looks angry
flat affec t
affeot generally inappropriate
wide and rapid mood changes
euphoric affect
jealous
poor judgement
inappropriate washing
self-destructive tendencies
looks confused
apathetic
looks dazed
looks drowsy
emotes, play acts
imitates other patients
imitates staff
mimics statf (hostile purpose)
mimios patients (hostile purpose)
seems anxious
attempts to monopolize meetings
makes irrelevant comments
denies own identity
misidentifies
denies identity of others
seeks physioal contact
grandiose feelings
feelings of worthlessness
seeks verbal contact
looks sad
poor concentration
seems hap'1y
seems composed
seductive
charming
seems out of contact with
enviro:nment
recent memory impaired
total memory impaired
partial memory imp1dr6d
acts as though understands what
is said to him
thought processes are slow
limited and repetitive verbalizations

ITEMS
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

66.

67.
68.

69.
70.

71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.

87.
88.
89.
90.

91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.

"

communicates clearly to patients
communicates clearly to staff
makes excessive demands
disruptive of group activities
disruptive of staff attention to
other patients
overtly negativistic
diverts attention from self to others
diverts attention from others to self
competes with other patients for
attention
competes with staff for attention
ignores other's needs
ignores own needs
misunderstands or misinterprets
purposes or intentions of others
concerned others will be hurt
blames self
sees own pathology in others
attributes own unacceptable ideas to
others
rude, impolite
sensitive to others feelings
difficulty in making decisions
uncomfortable in talking
provokes anxiety in others
provokes boredom in others
simultaneous reaching for and
repelling people
constricted affect
feels omnipotent
poor attention sp&n
conflicting tendencies
difficulty in carrying out decisions
ingratiating (sickening) with others
expresses concern over family and
friends
acts like parent to other patients
or staff
~ots like child to other patients or
staff
blames relatives for hospitalization
denies illness
rejects relatives
cannot judge response (effect) on
others
sets up conflict between others
sets up disorganization in others
stimulates inconsistencies in others
feelings of_he~plessne6s
feelings of hopelessness
wishes to hurt others
seems overcontrolled or brittle
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behavior of eaoh patient during tho preceding
to each start member and read each day'.

24 hour period, were available

In addition, the patients t

behavior was discussed during daily statt meetings. T'herefore, the raters
were instructed to augMent their own observations with information ava11able

to all staff' members.
The data were analyzed in tba tollowing manner.

between all the raters
interential scales.

Wall

The degree ot qreement

ccnputed for each patient on both the behavior and

The Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coeffioient

the measure ot agreement between raters.

was

This resulted in two matrices of

correlation coefficients tor each patient, (one behavior, one inferent1al)
each matrix representing correlations between the 26 raters.

35 matrices

This resulted in

('!'he Werential matrix tor patient 11 vas not available), each

matrtx oontaining 32$ correlation coefficients.
Since each matrix was comprised of intercorrelations between raters, the
average correlation within a rater group (psychiatrists, nurses, aides) could
be computed.

Tbia vas done tor each patient and each scale separately.

The

average correlation withtn a aroup was computed by converting each 'T It to a
liZ"

score, then taking a veilhted average ot the "z ft scores.. and transtorming

the average Itz" score to an 'Tit which represented the awrale correlation ot
that pup ot raters on a particular patient tor a particular scale.

(MeNet18l"

1962) That iI, tor the three P8;yeh1atr1sts, .3 correlation coett1oients would
be averaged to obtain a single awrage flrtt

tor PB1Ohi.atrista. For the 8

psychiatric aides, there would be 26 intercorrelations ot aides which would be
converted to z scores and averaged.
D1!'terenoes in agreement between the three gr?llPI (paych1atr1sts, nurae.,
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aides) and dU'teranoes between the two scales, could then be determined by

means at the "sign test" (Siegel, 1956).
The psychometric proper tie. ot the individual it.ems were also analyzed

in order to separate thole items in which there was agreement among the
raters !"rom those items in which there was little agreement among the raters.
The reliability

or

the item. was mEl8.SllNd by the dispersion

(standard deviation).
as being

Ii.

at the items

That 1s, an iteJ!'l with narrow dispersion was defined

"usetul" item, while an item. with wide dispersion wu considered to

be a less "useful" item.

This means that it an item ot behavior was rated as

oharacteristio ot one patient. but unoharacteristic of another pat1ent, which
would place that item at opposite extremes ot the soale, it could still be a
wtetul item i t all the raters agl"eed that it

W&8

a narrow diapersion th.::'cu3hout all the patients).

a useful item.

(The it$l'!l bad

This item. analysis would

determim whioh iter..s were more reliable and stable in terms at characterizing

the behavior ot schizophrenics.

On the basis of those items selected as stable (with narrow dispersions),
all possible intercorralationa betwoon patients were computed.

This resulted

in two matrices of intE.lrcorrelations of perSOM J a behavioral matrix and an

inferential matrix.

These two matriaes were tactor-anal.yzed to determine if

specUia subgroupings ot sohizophrenia could be 1aolated. The Principal Ans
method

or

factor-analysis (Thurstone, 19J~7) vas employed, with Th:urstone's

Formula 15 (1.947) as the estimate of the commu.aalities.

wgre then rotated to obliClUEl simple structure.

The extracted factors

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS
A. Rater Agreement
The average intercorrelatioft8 within a rater group (psychiatrists,

nurses, aides) on the Bellavior scale and Interential scale are shown in
Tables III and IV.

Since all the raters were uuble to rate all t.he

patients (tor administrative reasons)
llUInber

ot raters in each

all bad

been originally designed, the

group who were used to compu.t.e the average

correlation per P'OUP is shown in the tables.
The coettioiant.s

ot agreement of the psychiatrists on

the Behavior scale

raaged from r equaa .OS to .60, and on the Interential soale, ranged from
equals .12 to

l'

.55. The nurses' coetficients ot agreement on the Behavior

scale ranged from .28 to

.55, and on the Inferential scale, trom .26 to .$4.

The aides t coetfioients of acreement on the Behavior 8cale ranged from .20 to
.$0, and on the Intereat.ial soale, trom .08 to .46.
The h¥Potbesia that P81Oh1atriats would agree more hiahlT among thanae1ve.

on the Werential scale than on the Behavioral seale was tested by the "eien
teet. n NO sicrd.fioant difference was found, and the hypothesis was rejected.
No sign1tleant dU'ference in ourne' asreement was found between the

Behavior and Inferential eoalee.
The tqpothesie that aides would agree more highly on the Behavior scale
than on the Inferential scale was tested 'by the sign teat.
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A elgnitioant

TABLE III
AVERAGE CORRElATIONS OF RATER GROUPS
ON mE BEHAVIOR SCALE

Pat.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

No. of
Raters
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

3
2
2
3
2
2

r
Psych

Av.

.41
.35
.60
.45
.34
.38
.06
.45
.38
.35
.31
.47
.28
.47
.07
.38
.05
.25

No. of
Raters
11
11
11
11
11

11

9
10
10
10
10
9
9

10
8
9

11
11

r
Nurses

Av.

.55
.53
.46
.47
.48
.40
.28
.54
.48
.39
.44
.30
.36
.43
.40
.39
.42
.35

No. of
Rat12rs
8
7
6
5

8
4
5
7
5
6
4
5
6
5

5
6
8
8

r
Aides

Av.

.41
.42
.41
.22
.45
.48
.35
.48
.42
.24
.50
.24
.23
.20
.31
.25
.22
.26

TABLE IV
AVERAGE CORRELATIONS OF RATER GROUPS
ON TIlE INFERENTIAL SCALE

Pat
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

No. of
Raters

Av. r
Psych.

No. of
Raters

Av. r
Nurses

No. of
Raters

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
3
3
2
2

.39
.35
.20
.35
.34
.36
.35

11

.54
.48
.35
.45
.41
.45
.32
.41
.33
.49
.39
.38
.49
.26
.28
.42
.51

8
7
6
5
8
5
4
7
5
6
5

• SO

.20
.41
.12
.41.
.55
.17
.34
.14
.39

11
11
11
11

10
10
10
10

16
9
9

10
9

9
11
11

6

5
5
6
7
8

Av. r
Aides
.40
.38
.24
.26
.33
.46
.35
.33
.32
.18
.08
.18
.33
.27
.16
.23
.26
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ditterence

ot p equals .018 (significant at the .05 level) was found,

supporting the hypothes18.
The hypothesis that aides would show greater agreement than psychiatrists
and

nul" ses,

and nurses would show greater agreement than psychiatrists on the

Behavior scale, was tested by the "sign test."

and psychiatrists ware not significant.

a) Differences between aides

b) Nurses showed significantly higher

agreement than aides in rating behavior (p equals .004, significant at the .01
level), which

1fU

a reversal of the expected direction.

c) Nurses also showed

signiticantly higher agreement than psychiatrists in rating bebavior (p equals

.00h,

significant at the .01 level).
The hypothesis that psychiatrists would show greater agreement than

nurses and aides, and that nurses would show greater agreement than aides on
the Inferential scale, was tested by the "sign test. If
dUterence was

round

between psychiatrists and nurses.

Significant dltterence between P810hiatrista and aides.

a} No significant
b) There was no
0) Nurses showed

Significantly higher agreement than aides (p equals .006, signi!'icant at the
.01 level).
B.

ItER anal)'1lu
The psychometric properties of the individual items were analyzed to

separate items with narrow dispersions (high agreement) from items with wide
dispersions (low agreement).

The 101 items of the Behanor scale and the 97

itel'll8 of the Interential scale were analyzed.

lar itenl was averaged, and standard deviation
patient at a time.

Each rater's score on a particu-

ot the item

was computed, one

The distributions of these standard deviations of each

item were then analyzed.

A cutting point of plus 2.05 sigmas was selected.
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er than 2.05
Those items with at leut. lOot 18 patie nts with sigmas great
ent 1tema ).
sigma were defin ed u 1t.eu with wide dispe rsion s (low agreem
than plus
Those 1tems bavil ll at leut 10 of 18 patie nts with sigmas les8
).
2.05 were defin ed as 1tems with narrow dispe ralon e (high agreement items
ul" (high
Sixty -four out of 101 Behav ioral itema were selec ted as "usef
ted as "wset ul n
agreement items ), and 51 out ot 97 Inf'er ent,1a l iteu _re selec
(hilh agree Mnt items ).

The selec ted ite_ are shown in Table s V and VI.

C. Facto r-ana l7s1a of persoNl
The 64 Behav ioral items and t.he

,1

Infer entia l items were the raw score s

, and the 17
in interc orrel at1nc the 18 patie nts on the Behav ioral scale
pat1e nts on the Infer entia l scale .

The selec ted 1tems were used rathe r than

would
the origi nal items beea ue the selec tion of more relia ble iteu
incre ase the clari ty of the tacto rial struc ture.
rs from
The Pr1ac 1pal-A x!8 _tbo d of facto r-ana lysis extra cted five facto
Inf'er entia l
the Behavior matri x, of 18 perso na and fOUl" tacto rs from the
utr1x proved
matri x ot 17 perao _. However the fifth facto r of the Behavior

to be a res1d ual facto r.

The Bebav1.or Facto r _tr1x and the Infer entia l

ware rotat ed to
Facto r matri x are shown in Table s VII and VIII. The facto rs
Table s IX. and X.
obliq ue siD;:>le struc ture. The rotat ed matri ces are sholm. in

t at
Behav ioral scale corre lation s ereat ar than r- .256 are signi fican
.288 are
the .0$ level . Infer entia l Bcale corre latioD S great er than rloadi ags of .30
signi fican t at the .0$ lewl . On the Behav ior Bcale , facto r
er was used on
or great er \'8re inter prete d. A cutt1 ng po1nt of .36 or great
the Infer entia l scale .
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The rotated factors of the Behavioral Scale are interpreted as follows:
(Tbe psychiatric diagnoses of schizophrenic subtypes at admission are also
presented) •
Factor A.

Well Integrated and in Remission

Patient

Diasn:o!U

2

Acute Undifferentiated
Acute Unditferentiated
Acute Unditferentiated

6
1$

These patients' behavior 18 characterized by "talking to patients on a
one to one relationship, It ttattention to grooming and personal care," and
ex.pression

ot affect. Uncharacteristic behavior i8 "inappropriate eating

habits,·' and very destructive behavior.
Factor B.

Withdrawn and

Patient

ReEe.s~d

D~no8is

r

catIOnic

16

Paranoid
Acute Unditferentiated
Acute Und1tferentiated
Paranoid

8
12
10

These patients t behavior is characterized by sitting alone quietly,
smearing of food, feces, etc., staring, and generally selt-involved behavior.
Uncharacteristic behavior 18:

attention to grOoming, and acting out behavior.

Factor C.

Undif'terentiated

Patient

LoadiS

$
11

.$4
.$3
.43
.37

10

12
17
.3

.35
.34

D~818

Atteotive
Paranoid
Paranoid
Undttferentiated
Simple
Undifferentiated

These patients' behavior is dl!'ficult to classity.

Their behavior varies

TABLE V
BEHAVIORAL ITEMS
SELECTED ON BASIS OF
ITEM ANALYSIS

64 ITEMS

6. talks to pati€:nts on onE to on€:
relationship
8. urinates Clt Llappropriate placGs
9. soils (not hims~lf)
10. refuses m~a1s
11. soils OvJn self
12. smearing of food, f~ces, saliv~
13. t€:ars clothes
15. speaks to himself
16. shouts swears
17. hits staff members
18. hits patients
19. breaks or throws furniture
20. attacks self
21. leaves ward 'l-lithout permission
22. stares
26. picks at self or clothing
27. assumes odd postures
28. touches objects
2S. whispers
32. excessive sleeping
33. difficulty in getting to sleep
37. dines inappropriately
39. complains about hospital care
41. does not eat for long periods
42. gain in weight
43. loss in weight
44. cats from others trays
45. €:ats non-foods
47. masturbates
48. sleeps in clothes
50. wears others' clothes
51. loses own possessions

53.
54.
55.
56.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
6 7.
71.
75.
76.
77.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

cries
crawls on floor
rocks, tics, tremors, convulsions
rigid posture
collects things
asks same question over and ovcx
dresses and undresses often
stuffs obj",cts in orifices of body
attempts to hurt self
touches people
weeps
screams
whimt)ers
destroys objects
flirtatious
shows off body or possessions
misidentifies peoplL
has excessiv~ dry skin
bluses easily
recent change in skin color
recent change in hair color
has specific kin lesions or
eruptions
85. wrings hands
86. sits alone very quietly
89. sighs
SO. has headaches
S2. dines appropriately
93. pays attention to grooming
94. requests center around medication
98. repetitive actions
99. repeats words or ot~rs
100. repeats gestures of others

TABLE VI
INFERENTIAL ITEl1S
SELECTED ON BASIS OF
ITEM ANALYSIS

51 ITEMS
3. poor memory
56.
11 •. ritunlistic·mov~mLntG
57.
12. looks suspicious
58.
18. jealous
20. inappropriate washing
62.
22. looks confused
23. apathetic
63.
24. looks dazed
67.
25. looks drowsy
68.
26. emotes, play acts
69.
27. imitates other patients
70.
28. imitates staff
25. mimics staff (hostile purpose)
7l.
30. mimics pati~nts (hostile purpose)
72.
31. seems anxious
73.
33. makes irrelevant comments
76.
34. denies own identity
77.
35. misidentifies
36. denies identity of others
79.
39. feelings of worthlessne.ss
80.
41. looks sad
81.
42. poor concentration
82.
48. recent memory impaired
85.
49. total memory impaired
87.
50. partial memory impaired
91.
53. limited and repetitive verbalizations92.
93.
95.
96.

makes excessive demands
disruptive of group activities
disrupt~ve of staff ate.ntion to
other patients
competes with other patients for
attention
competes with staff for attention
concerned others will be hurt
blames self
SLes own pathology in others
attributes own unacceptable ideas
to oth€.rs
rude impolite
sensitivE.; to others fE'elings
difficulty in making decisions
provokes boredom in others
simultaneous reaching for and
repelling people
feels omnipotent
poor attention span
conflicting tendencies
difficulty in carrying out decisions
acts like parent to other patients
blames relatives for hospitalization
sets up conflict between others
sets up disorganization in others
stimulates inconsistensies in others
feelings of hopelessness
wishes to hurt others
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TABLE VII
THE PRINCIPAL AlES

FACTOR. MATa..t:t&

BEHAVIOR. SCALE
64 11'EMS

Patient.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

15
16
17
18

I

II

III

IV

-05
72
83
-33

79
-37
-37
-27
-21
-11
05
46
-07
19

10
-12
12
35
32
-09
01
17

04
34

33
35
24

20

60

72
83
..56
86
82
66

76
75
84
89
51
65

88

-26

01

48
-02
05

-04
28
41

-13
-28
-17
06
15
-24

00

21
-27
36
-13
17
06

V

09

-09
-06
23
21
-13
11
07
24

00

<)6

07
-13
-11
04
11
28
-17
-15

-24

Roectmal points have been omitted tor all entries.

04

10
-19
09

17
-24
11

bj2
65
78
84
40
62
69
72
59
81
79
73
75
72
88
84
60

53
87

Sl
TABLE VIII
THE PRINC IPAL AXES
a
FACTOR MATRIX
INFERENTIAL SCALE
51 ITl¥.tS

PatieaU
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
0

(J

9
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

I
46
46
-08
-07
10
58
66
40
89
75
77

90
93
83

70
71

86

n

m

IV

-69
74
40
-21
-55
65
-14
-65
07
-25
-24
20
10

-15

-03

14
-02
-06
28
-02
10
-24
03
-08
-34
-17
00
05
10
-24

15
-14

40

33

-04
-15
-04

IS

63
64
40
06

23
-08
-07
16
15
-19
-14
04

30

113

2

72

80
57
54
47
77

57
5S
81
77

70
89
90
81
55
64
92

aDecimal points have been omitted for all entries.
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TAB.IE IX
OBLIQUE FACTOR MATRIX
BEHA VIOR SCALE

Patients

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A

B

C

-14

73
-24
-22

-01

54
26
18

-08

-05

-06

48
0)
32
-02
38
27
11
03
56

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

54

...01
25
-08
16
43
53
37

08

26

9

J4
20

-01

52
05

1.4

27
-03
-01
17
30
28
-01
04

06

-C9
02
04
35
04

00

-03

TABIE I
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
B
C
D
A
I
II

22
-21

06

III

E

06

C9
-C9
-06
23
21
-13
11

-02
02
-52
01
00
27
-25
18
02
-25
18
41
43
27
01
13
48

00

00

D

E

84

24
-10

23
22

00

00

43

91

-74

00

IV

95

28

-32

-59

00

V

00

15

01

00

1.00

00

07

24

-06

-24
04
10
-19
09

17

-24
11
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TABIE II
REFERENCE VECTOR COSINES
A

E

D

C

B

A

1.00

B

10

1.00

C

-23

23

1.00

D

-56

.. 28

-45

1.00

E

00

15

01

00

1.00

'l'ABmXII
CORRElATIONS BETW.EU PRIMARIES
A

B

D

C

A

1.00

B

-02

1.00

C

65

-10

1.00

D

7S

12

69

1.00

E

-01

-15

-01

-03

E

1.00
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TABlE XIII
OBLIQUE FACTOR MATRIX
INFERENTIAL SCALi

Patlent.

A

B

C

D

23
31

-66

03
06
52
71

05
19
-01
-33
0)
14
46

,

1

2
3

4

S
6
1
8
9

10

12
1)

14

15

16
17
18

··10
08
-12

47
OS
11
31

00

15
48
S2
5)
12
54
16

14

66

06

..25
,8
09
-51
(yJ

-01

-0$

12
05
)1
04
-08
-1;

48

-01
22

06

-06
15
18

-18
-10
0)

1)

43
59
45
)6

))

21

23
50
-01

00

-04

-04

TABlE IIV

TRANSFORMATION MATiUI
A

B

C

D

I

41

05

04

)9

II

18

8)

-18

01

III

-13

50

96

-06

IV

85

-2)

22

-92

$$
TABLE XV

REFERENCE VECtOR COSDlES
A

B

C

A.

99

B

-CIJ

99

c

05

28

1.00

D

-59

21

-2$

D

1.00

TABLE XVI
CORRELATIONS BETWaI PRJ:MA.R:mS
A.

B

C

A

1.00

B

-09

1.00

C

1$

...)6

1.00

D

60

-29

36

D

1.00
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from talldng to patients, shouting and swear1rlg, sitting aloM quietly, headaches. Tbia factor represents a Ddxtiure of behavior, and 18 probablT s1m1lar
to the PB7Cb1atr1c diagnosis of acute undUferentlated schizophrenia.
Factor D.

Con.torm1y to DisorP!'!=Z8d

Patient
18

Loadial

13
4

.41
-.52

14

D1alDO!is
Und1tferentlated
Undifferentiated
Undifferentiated
Affective

.48

.43

Tb1s is a b1-polar tactor. The behavior of the positively loaded
patients is characterized by sittine alone quietly, contond.IlI, attention to
croomin" d1rl1ng appropriate17.

Uncharacteristic behav10r 18 urinating at

inappropriate places, overtly destructive behavior hyperactivity, leav1n.g
ward without pe.rm1ssion, tearing clothes.

The negatively loaded patients are

characterized by urinating at 1na.ppropriate places, soiling selt, cieltroyinl
objects, muturbatina, misident1ty1n,. Uncharacteristic behavior includes
dinin, appropriately, attention to grooming_

The character18tic behavior

the positivelT loaded patients 11 uncharacteristic

ot

ot the neptively loaded

patients and 'ri.ce-ftrsa.
The rotated factors or the Interent1al Scale are interpreted as rollow.
The schizophrenic subt1P8 diagnoses at adlais8ion are a180 presented.
Factor A.
Patient
18

17

1S

Disorepized, Anxiowsa 'but Contond.!!fj
Diapos1s
tfndUferent1ated
S11Ilp1e
und1tferentiated
Und1tferent1ated

14
13

Undifterentiated

9

Undifterentiated
Undttterent1ated

6
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These patients are characterized by contusion, anxiety, difficulty in
making decisions and carrying out decision, sad, feelings of hopelessMss,
poor concentration.

Unoharacteristio behavior is excessive demands on other.,

gross thought disturbanoes, rudeness or impoliteness, and disruptive behavior.
Factor B.
Patient

InteFated and Revessi'V'e
Loadiy

Di!fmoais
Undifferentiated
Undifferentiated
Catatonic-Undifferentiated
Undifterentiated
Catatonic

.14

2

3
6
8
1

This ie a bi-polar factor.

.66
.58

-.51

-.66

The positive pole contains patients who are

integrated, act as leaders, and are able to expre.s afrect appropriately wbile
the neptiYe pole contains patients who are witbdrawn, regressed and
disintegrated.

'!'he positive pole contains patients whose characteristic

behavior i. acting like parents to other patients, sensitive to others
feelinls, concern that others will be hurt, imitatinc

swt. Their uncharac-

teristic behavior is disruption of croup activities, rude and 1mpolite. The
negatift pole contains patients whose characteristic behavior is rude,
impolite behavior, irrelevant connents, sadness, hopelessne.s, reaching for
and repelling people.

Uncharacteristic behavior i. 81!tT18itivity to others

feelinp, acting like parentI to other patients.
Factor C. Aftective E!Pfe8siou
D~SiS

Patients

Loading

.71

lleclve

:3

.52

Undifferentiated
Affective

4

5

.48

'!'his appears to be a factor of stronc expression ot affect, together with
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some disorganizat10n.

The characteristic behavior 18 emoting. play acting.

excessive deJll&tlds, dUficu1.ty in selt 1dentification or of identifying others,
competing tor attention, and activity.

Uncharacteristic behavior is apathy,

provoking boredom in others, concern others will 'be burt.
Factor D.
Patients

10

16
7

12
9

13

Paranoid and Anxious
Load1y
.S~
.$0

.46

.45
.43
.36

Diapsis

Paranold

Paranoid
Undifferentiated
Unditterentiated
UndUterentiated
Undifterentiated

These patients are characterized by looking SWlpicious, looking contuaed,
looldng anxious, poor concentration, blaming relatives for hospita11zat1on.
Their uncharacteristic behavior 1s excess1,.. demaDds, or rude or impo11te
behavior.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
The rater coefficient8 of agreement were relatively' low tor all three
groups.

This is partially due to departure of the actual rating procedure

trOll the original experimental desian.

The judges were originally scheduled

to rate each patient on his behav10r durina the previous week.

However, 80M

of the raters were not able to keep up with the rating schedule, and rated
the patient atter the soheduled date, on some occasions, weeks atter the
scheduled date.

Th18 probab17 contribu.ted to low coeffioients of agreement.

The raters probably' rated on the buis of pr1:mao7, rather than reoeD07,

&8

desoribed by Hunt (1962).
In general, the ooetficient8 of agreeaent are s1m11ar to those fOWld b7

Gt-lnker (1961).

Thi8 indicates that there 1s 1011 agreement in rating the

behanor of schlzophrenic patient..

Dehanoral and lnf'erential ratinp of

some patients were at a random level, suggesting that behanoral description.
of aoutel¥ dlaturbed pqchotio patients 11&7 be very unreliable.
The sipif'1cantly higher coefficients of agreeMnt on the Bahanoral
Soale as compared to the Inferential Scale vas expected when the aldes rated
the patients. Aides probably rate babav10ral data raore accurately because of
their lack of theoretioal knowledge, and their emphasis on more oonorete
aspects of relatina to patients rather than interpretatlon of behanor.
The lack of dltferentlation between bebaYloral and tnterentlal data by
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the nurses and psychiatrists was surprising.

It was expected particularly

that psychiatrists would show higher agreement on inferential data than on
behavioral data.

Grink-er's study (1961) as well as other studies have

indicated consistently that highly trained raters agree more on theoretical or
inferential data, than on behavioral data. The negative result ma)" have been
due to the low number of psychiatrists (three) in this study'.

The fact that

only two P8,1Chiatrists rated 6 out of 18 patients also probably oontributed
to the negative findings.
The

factor-ana~is

of the Behavioral and Inferential Scales resulted in

four factors of' patients on each scale.

The f'actorial structure of the

In1'erential Scale appears to be clearer than t.he structure of the Behavioral
Scale.

This might be due to the wider range of' rater agreement coefficient.

on the Behavioral Scale as cOJr&p8red to those on the Inferential Scale.
An important lesson learned from the factor anal.ya1a in this study 1a

that even with fairly low coeffioients ot rater agreement, a limple structure
can be obtained.

In the Lorr and Guertin studies, no coefficients of rater

agreement were reported.

Howeftr, it is important to remember that rater

acreelll8nt and test reliability are not nacesaarily the same concept.

It

appears that Lorr and Guertin were more interested in describing the structure
of items and patients, rather than in describing the oharacteristics ot
raters. Hunt val more interested in describing oharaoteristics ot raters
rather than oharacteristios of' patients or itelBlJ. But, although Guertin and
10rr did not report inter-rater reliability, and sometimes obtained tactorial
structures baaed on only a few raters, the)" consistently obtained a1m.11ar
factorial structures.

Therefore, it is important to note that, even with
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fairly low coefficients of rater agreement in this study, it is possible to
obtain a simple tactorial structure.
The psychiatric diagnoses determined on admission to the ward do not
correspond exactly to the groupings based on the tactor-analysis.

This may

be due to the psychiatric diagnoses taking into account other data, or that
the tactor analysis determined groupings on the basis of more specUic data.
Or it may retlect the inadequacy

ot present psychiatric claniticatory

systems.
The Behavior hctor A Group were characterized by well integrated
behavior.

They each had gone through an acutely disturbed stage, and eacb

exhibited extremely disorpnized behavior, but at the time ot testing,
appeared to be in remission.

This tactor 1a characterized by integrated

behavior, and by reaching out toward other people, and aoting as leaders on

the ward.

This factor is similar to the positi" pole of Inferential Factor

B, wbich is also characterized by integrated behavior, leadership qualities,
and empathic relationships.
These two factors are similar to Ou.ertin' s Chronic Reintegrated Type
(Ou.ertin, 1,6b) except that the patients in this study exhibit more positive
and integrated behavior.

It is possible that Ou.ertin t s patient sample was not

oomprised ot acutely disturbed schizophrenics, bu.t were more chronic.
On the other hand, Behavior Factor D and Inferential Factor A are

similar to OUertints Chronic Reintegrated Type, and Apathetic Type (Guertin,
1956b), and to h1a lack ot General Interest Type (Ouertin, 195,).

The

patients in Behavior Factor D are characterized by contol'1l11nl behavior, but
are somewhat withdrawn.

On a more inferential level, they appear contuaed,
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with difficulty in making or carrying out decisions.
Behavior Factor B and the negative pole or Inferential Factor B contain
patients who exhibit regressed behavior, are very socially withdrawn,
destructive, and disorganized.

Similar factors were found in the Guertin and

Lorr studies (Guertin, 1956bJ 1952a, 1955, 1956&) and torr (195l).

Behavior Factor C was not olear and interpreted as representing a mixture
of behavior, similar to the psychiatriC diagnosis "acute undifferentiated
type. If

Interential Factor C represented st.rong expression ot &tfect with

SOM disorganized teatures.
It wu blplicitly anticipated that the factor analysiS of the Behavior
and Inferential Scales would result in similar tactorial structures.

expected f'lnding was substantiated to a certain degree.

This

As was discussed

above, the Behavioral and Inferential tactors contain similarities.

For

example, Behavior Factor A appears to be similar to Inferential Faotor B in
terms of describing similar behaviors.
However, it wu also ant.icipated that t.he same patients who comprised a
particular Behavior tactor would also comprise

8.

similar Inferential factor.

That is, patients 2, 6 and 15 are highly loaded in Behavior Factor A, which
appears to contain similar characteristics as Inferential Factor B.
patients 2, .3 and 6 have high loadings on Inferential' Factor B.
the other factors produces similar results •

But

Anal¥sis ot

What is the reason for this

inconsistency?
There is no one answer to this question, but rather a number ot possible
questions are raised.
It is possible that the low rater agreement bas resulted in a poor

6)
factorial structure. Althou.gh the final factorial structures are ''loose, tt in
that minor rotations can be made, these rotations are adju.stments rather than
major rotations.

The factorial structures of both scales appear to be

relatively invariant, indicating that a simple structure was achieved.

This

denies the possibility ot low rater agr'eement producing a poor tactorial
structure •
Another specu.lation is that the patients do not comprise similar
groupings on each scale because the structure of the behavioral scale and the
structure of the inferential scale are different.

That 1s, patients may be

loaded on one factor of the Behavior Scale beoauae they exhibit similar
behavioral characteristics, but the same patients belong to dUferent factors
on the Inferential Scale because their characteristics are different at a
more inferenttal level.
P'or eDJaple, patients 2 and lS are highly loaded in the same Behavior
'actor, and exhibit similar manifest behavior.

They 'both talk to other

patients on a one to one relationship, pq attention to

gt"OO1Iling, and

blush.

But their inferential behavior is dUferent (The,. belong to dU'ferent factors
on the Inferential Scale).

Here, patient 2 is characterized by acting like a

parent, sensitive to other feslinls, and 1m1tates staft members, while patient

15 is characterized by con1'u.8ion, annety, dttticulty in making decisiOns, and
feelings of hopelessness.

In other words, although they appear to be similar

at a behavioral level, theT are quite d1tf'erent at a more

~erential

level.

Sargent (1956) has suggested a scheme of atud;ying psychopathology, bued
on the analogy of' a pyrudd.

At the base of the pyramid are the behavioral

manifestations, and as one rises higher on the pyramid, the manifestations
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become progressively more inferent.ial.
The result.s ot the fact.or analysis demonstrat.e Sargentts schema, and the
descriptions ot many olinioians, that similar behavioral symptoms do not
necessaril.y retlect the same underlying causes oi these symptoms.

In this

studT, patients or a particular Behavioral Seale group manitested similar
behavioral characteristics, but the same patients maniiested different
inferential characteristios.
The reverse also holds.

Patients of a particular inferential group

manifested similar inferential characteristics, but the same patients manifested d1tferent behavioral cnaracteristios.
Certain implications of these findings are interesting.
design with

&

Let us imagine a

large sample of items ranging trom very concrete observations ot

behavior to theoretical propositiOns of pS70hopathology.

It we

torm a single

rating scale, inter correlate the persons or it. . , and factor analyze the
matrices, the obtained factorial structure combines speculative with ooncrete
items, resulting in a loss of some information.

But if we separate the items

into a series of scales, each scale composed of items at progressively more
inferential levels, the result is a hierarchical description of

P81Chopat.holo~

It each soale is factor-analyzed (person and item factor analysis) we can trace

a person through various levels ot inference, or we can observe the groupings

ot items through increasing levels ot inference.
This procedure, although exhauetive, permits a more comprehensive picture
of the structure ot psychopathology_

In construoting a classificatory system

ot SChizophrenia, this procedure clarities the struoture or the sT8tem through
increasing levels ot inference, and in this manner, oan provide a mre valid
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basis of interpolating between inferential theories and behavioral observations.

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY
This dissertation investigated differences in agreement between psychiatrista, psychiatric DUrses, and psychiatric aides in rating acutely disturbed
schizophrenic patients with Behavioral and Interential Scales.
Eichteen acutely disturbed schizophrenic patients, 10 females and 8 males,
were rated by 26 raters, using the Behavior Scale and the Inferential Scale.
The Behavior Scale contained concrete, fairly objective itema of manU'est
behavior, and the Interential scale contained items of behavior on a aore
inferential 1e..l.
It was bJpothesized that pS7Chiatrists should show greater agreement than
DUrses and aides, and nurses should show greater acreement than aides on the
Inferential Scale J that aides should have areater agreement than nurses and
psychiatrists, and DUrses should haw greater ageem.ent than pS)"Chiatrists on
the Behavior Scale J that psychiatrists should have greater acreem.ent on the
Inferential than on the Behavior Scale; and that aides should have sreater
agreement on the Behavior scale than on the Inferential Scale.
The results indicated that:
1) Psychiatrists did not agree more highly on the Interential Scale than
on the Behavior Scale.
2) Nurses did not agree more highly on the Inferential Scale than on the
Behavior Scale.
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J) Aides agreed more higbly on behavioral data than on inferential data.

4) Nurses showed higher agreement than aides in rating behavior.
5)

NurHS

showed higher asreement than psychiatrists in rating behavior.

6) Nurses showed hilher agreement than aides 10 rating inferential
behavior.
An item analysis which separated the items with high rater agreement from
the items with low rater agreement reduced the number of behavioral items
from 101 to

64,

and the number of inferential italll8 from 97 to 51.

A Principal Axis method of factor analysis of the two scales, uina the
selected items, resulted in the following factors:

Behavioral ScaleJ A) Well

Intearated and in Remission, B) Withdrawn and Regressed, C) Undifferentiated,
D) Conforming - Disorganized.

Inferential Scalel A) Disorganized, AnxiOUS,

but Cont01.'ll1nl, B) Integrated and Regres.ive C) Affective Expression, D)

Paranoid and Anxious.
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1)
TABLE xVII

PRODUCT MOMENT ~ORRELATIONS
BETWEEN THE PATIENTS
BERA VI OR SCALEa
64 ITEMS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

~

10

64
51
65

65
79

62

62

65:
81
4<;-

69
73
50
57

8~

66

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

45
29
43
52
18
58
42

65
69
65
58
51
64

68
63
54
50
74

84
53
50
81

49
42
82

30
38

53

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

-32
-34 78
-20 -14 -17
-15 41 63 -04
-12 72 63 -13 26
-02 52 68 -28 54 58
53 -54 -57 13 -48 -43 -40
-14 68 74 -21 60 62 67 -SO
17 45 65 -22 55 59 65 -35
-19 53 74 -02 51 54 57 -35
28 35 56 -28 55 3S 60 -34
23 33 50 -38 33 55 79 -31
16 58 58 -53 29 62 65 -45
-06 67 70 -33 49 67 72 -52
38 30 21 -16 17 40 40 01
-06 42 54 -28 43 43 58 -39
-01 58 70 -38 50 59 79 -52

4~~

a Dec imal points have been omitte~ for all entries.
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TABLE XVIII
PRODUCT MCMENT CORRElATIONS
BE'TVJEEN THE PATIENTS
INFERENTIAL SCALE
51 ITEMSa

6

7

8

42
07 -03 39
30 -40 12 40
-13 81 30 -10 -40
37 30 06 00 24 28
68 -30 -40 15 33 -16
26 45 -09 -18 12 51
46 21 -01 -05 31 27
57 26 -10 15 14 33
28 49 -12 -18 -13 64
38 50 -17 -13 -04 59
16 62 08 -10 -04 65
29 26 -02 -21 19 33
45 21 -02 08 30 35
51 33 -23 -04 07 54

31
57
70
61
47
62
48
41
48
43

37
47
45
26
32
03
31
35
40

1
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2

3

4

5

S-

ID

12

13

14

15

16

17

85
61
64
48
61
46
47

63
65
53
55
51
57

89
78
63
57
79

82
58
57
85

63
62
76

45
50

75

-32
-/~6

aoecim~l

64
58
87
83
77

71
60
76

points have been omitted for all entries.
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TABIE XII
BEHAVIOR SCA.IE - RESIDUAL MATRIX

1
1
2
)

4
5
6
1

8
9

10
11
12

13

14

15
16
11
18

4

,

1

8

-11
01 -05
-02 05 -05
-06 -01 -02 -16
00
04 02 00 -06
01 0) -02 06 -05 -01
-02 00 01 00 -02 04 0)
11 01 04 -au -06 00 05
-01 0) 01 -01 04 -01 -06
04 ..0;; 00 01 01 0) 4l
02 -04 04 02 00 01 01
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-01 -05 03 01 -06 09 12
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-01 06 -04 02 -02 01 -0)

-06

2
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)
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04 00
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6

00
00

" " ' . . . . . . e>

00

9

-04

-02 -03
08 00
-08 01
-02 -02
-04 02
-03 01
01 04
05 01 00
0) 01 0)

10

11

12

12 JJt

1~

16

11

18

-0$

0) -05
OS -03
-01 -02
03 00
05 02
-01 -0)
-01 04
01 -01

-06
-02

05

01

-OS

-11
01 -06 01 -01
05 01 0) -01 -01
-02 0) -04 -09 06
-02 00 02 01 -06

01
00

-04

~

TABIE

xx

INFERENTIAL SCAlE - RESIDUAL !-1ATRIX

1

2

1
2
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-1)
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5
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-11
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